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We consider the LandauGinzburg free energy functional
F=(.)=|
0
= |{.| 2+
1
=
W(.)&u.,
where W(t) :=(t2&1)2 is a double-well potential and prove that it has only finitely
many global minimizers. We investigate the stability properties of these minimizers
and show that the second variation F=" is positive definite in one dimension for non-
degenerate u.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Problem
We consider for 0//Rn for n3 functionals
F (.) :=|
0
|{.|2+W( }, .)&u., (1)
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with a polynomial nonlinearity W of degree 4 whose leading coefficient is
positive. Our model nonlinearity will be W(t)=(t2&1)2 which is a double-
well potential. In that case, F is the LandauGinzburg free energy
functional. The EulerLagrange equation of F is the semilinear elliptic
equation
&22.+W$( }, .)=u. (2)
As F is coercive, the existence of solutions of (2) is immediate.
The structure of the set of solutions of (2) is investigated for example in
Ambrosetti and Prodi [3] and in Saut and Temam [23]. In [23], it
is proved that for generic u the second variation F"(.) is nonsingular at
solutions of (2), and hence these solutions are isolated. In [3], concave
nonlinearities W are considered whose second derivatives cross exactly the
smallest eigenvalue of the Laplace operator when multiplied by &1. The
authors show that the set of u for which (2) has a unique solution is a
smooth manifold which separates two components such that (2) does not
have solution depending on whether u belongs to the one or the other
component, respectively. This result is proved by an abstract investigation
of (2), written as
F $(.)=0, (3)
and using that F $ is a proper Fredholm operator of index zero. In this
abstract setting it is proved that under some conditions, for example
dim ker F"(.0)=1, the set of singular points (that is, where F"(.) is not
an isomorphism) is a manifold of codimension one in a neighborhood
of .0 .
In this paper, we investigate the distribution of the global minimizers
of F. These minimizers are pointwise ordered, more precisely for two mini-
mizers .1 and .2 of F, we get .1.2 , .1.2 or .1#.2 on components
of 0. Our main result is that the number of minimizers is only finite. In
contrast to this finiteness, (2) may well admit infinitely many solutions, see
[810] and [15]. But the second variation F"(.) for these solutions has
index onethat is, one eigenvalue is negativewhereas for global mini-
mizers the second variation has index zero, that is, F"(.)0. The finiteness
result is proved by observing that dim ker F"(.)1 for global minimizers,
as the smallest eigenvalue is simple. Then a LjapunovSchmidt reduction is
applied and, using the polynomial structure of our nonlinearity which
yields that F is real-analytic, it is proved that the solution set of (3) near
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a global minimizer is a single point or one-dimensional submanifold
without boundary. Therefore the components of the set of global mini-
mizers are isolated points or one-dimensional spheres. In the last step,
these spheres are excluded by observing that the function 1(.) :=.(x0) for
some x0 # 0 is injective on the set of global minimizers, since these are
pointwise ordered as pointed out above. Because no continuous mapping
from S1  R is injective, these spheres cannot occur.
Actually, we will consider instead of the Laplace operator symmetric
elliptic parts in divergence form and prove the finiteness result for solutions
of (3) whose second derivatives are non-negative. The ideas of the proofs
are the same, but some of the technicalities are a bit more involved.
As we have F"(.)0 for global minimizers, the finiteness result puts the
question whether F"(.)>0. Of course this is not true, when W(x, t)=
W(t) has a global minimum with vanishing second derivative. In the
literature, we were only able to find Benkert [4], where this question is
treated apart from generic considerations as in [23]. In [4], locally strictly
monotone operators are investigated and results are obtained when the
second derivative of W is greater than the smallest eigenvalue of the
Laplace operator when multiplied by &1. When this eigenvalue is crossed,
the results of [3] are applied.
Since assumptions on W are necessary, we will only consider W(t)=
(t2&1)2 and the functionals
F=(.) :=|
0
= |{.| 2+
1
=
W(.)&u.
for the positivity results. When =  0 , these functionals have
F (.) :=|
0
4
3
|{.|&u. (4)
for . # BVC(0) :=[ # BV(0) | (0)[\1]], as 1&limit, see Modica
[19]. Here BV(0) denotes the set of functions of bounded variation.
Therefore global minimizers .= of F= tend to global minimizers of F. In the
last section of this paper, we establish positivity of the second variation for
small = in a special case where the dimension is one and u admits only non-
degenerate zeros, more precisely u # C 1([0, 1]) and u$(x){0 when
u(x)=0. This is done by considering blow-up limits near the interfaces and
by comparing the one-dimensional derivative of .= with the functions
of the kernel of F="(.=). Although this is a special case, these are the first
nontrivial examples to our knowledge. The general question remains
open.
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1.2. Applications
The LandauGinzburg free-energy functional
F=(.) :=|
0
= |{.| 2+
1
=
W(.)&u., (1)
where W(t) :=(t2&1)2, is a double-well potential, and 0//Rn, n3, is
used as free energy in the phase field equations
t(u+.)&2u=f,
(2)
:(=) = t.&2= 2.+
1
=
W$(.)=u.
The second equation is a gradient flow of F= . The phase field equations
were proposed to approximate several sharp interface problems of Stefan
type in Caginalp [7]. It is a model for the melting and solidification of
materials. . is an order parameter which describes the state of the system
as more or less liquid or solid. .=\1 corresponds to the liquid or solid
state, respectively. The first equation in (2) models the heat diffusion of the
temperature u taking also into account the melting and solidification
through the time derivative of ..
The finiteness result was used by one of the authors in [24] to prove
existence of solutions for the quasistationary phase field equations
t(u+.)&2u=f,
(3)
&2= 2.+
1
=
W$(.)=u
with Neumann boundary conditions. This is a system of a linear parabolic
and a semilinear elliptic equation. Since the time derivative in the second
equation is dropped from the original phase field equations, compactness
of . is not obvious when (3) is approximated. Existence of solutions for (3)
with Dirichlet boundary conditions was proved independently in Plotnikov
and Starovoitov [21].
As already pointed out, the finiteness result puts the question of whether
F="(.)>0 for global minimizers. If this were the case, the second equation
of (3) would admit a local continuous inverse and the existence proof for
(3) could be simplified considerably. The positivity result obtained in this
paper cannot be applied in this situation, since the assumption of the non-
degeneracy of u is too restrictive in the case of the quasistationary phase
field equations.
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2. FINITENESS OF GLOBAL MINIMIZERS
2.1. Notation
Let <{0//Rn be open, n3, with 0 # C 0, 1. For . # H 1, 2(0), we
define
F (.) :=|
0
aij (x) i . j .+W(x, .), (1)
where W(x, t)=b0(x)+ } } } +b4(x) t4 and aij is symmetric in i and j. We
assume the following bounds on the coefficients
&b0&L2(0) , &b1&L2(0)4,
|b2 |, |b3 |, |b4 |, |aij |4,
(2)
b44&1,
aij!i! j4&1 |!|2 for ! # Rn,
for some 4>0. Since we only assume b1 # L2(0) , we do not lose generality
when omitting the term u., which appeared in the introduction.
Identifying H 1, 2(0)* with H 1, 2(0) we have F $: H 1, 2(0)  H 1, 2(0) and
F": H 1, 2(0)  L(H 1, 2(0), H 1, 2(0)) with
H 1, 2(0)(F $(.), ’) H1, 2(0)=|
0
2aij  i .j ’+W$( . , .) ’,
(3)
H 1, 2(0)(F"(.) .’, _) H1, 2(0)=|
0
2aij  i’  j_+W"( . , .) ’_.
for all ., ’, _ # H 1, 2(0). Moreover, F is real-analytic.
2.2. Remark. First we prove that F $ is coercive and proper. Let
. # H 1, 2(0) and &F $(.)&H 1, 2(0)1. From 2.1(3) we have
|
0
2aij i. j.+W$( . , .) .= H 1, 2(0)(F $(.), .) H 1, 2(0) .
From 2.1(2), we get
&.&2H 1,2(0)+|
0
|.| 4C(4) |
0
|b1.|+|
0 \ |.| 2+|.|3+1 &.&H 1, 2(0)+
C(0, 4)(1+1 2)+ 12 \&.&2H1, 2(0)+|0 |.|4+ ,
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and hence
&.&H 1, 2(0)C(0, 4, 1). (1)
Now F $=T+C where T is the self-adjoint, positive linear isomorphism
given by (T., ’)= 2aij  i. j’+.’ and C is a compact mapping since
the embedding H 1,2(0) / L4(0) is compact as n3. That is, F $ is a
compact perturbation of a proper mapping. Being also coercive, F $ is
proper too, see [5].
F $(.)=0 is equivalent to the elliptic boundary value problem
&2 i (aij j.)+W$( }, .)=0 in 0,
(2)
&.=0 on 0.
From (1), we get &W$( }, .)&L2(0)C(0, 4)(1+& |.|3&L2(0))C(0, 4),
since the embedding H 1,2(0) / L6(0) is continuous as n3. From
standard elliptic theory as in [13] Theorem 8.24, we get a C 0, :-estimate
on . locally in 0 for some :>0 as n3. Taking the Neumann boundary
conditions of . and 0 # C 0, 1 into account, this yields
&.&C 0, :(0)C(0, 4). (3)
Finally, we observe that F"(.)=T+C. , where T is the self-adjoint,
positive linear isomorphism as above and C. is a compact self-adjoint
linear mapping. From the spectral theorem for compact linear mappings,
we conclude that there is an orthonormal basis of H1, 2(0) consisting
of eigenfunctions of F"(.). Moreover, F"(.) is an isomorphism if
ker F"(.)=[0], in particular when F"(.)>0.
2.3. Theorem. Let .1 and .2 be two global minimizers of F. Then either
.1#.2 , .1>.2 or .1<.2 on components of 0.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that 0 is connected. We
define .+ :=max(.1 , .2) and .& :=min(.1 , .2). We get
F(.+)=|
.1>.2
aij  i .1 j.1+W( }, .1)+|
.1.2
aij  i.2 j.2+W( }, .2),
and likewise for F(.&). This yields
F(.+)+F(.&)=F(.1)+F(.2),
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hence .+ and .& are also global minimizers of F. We conclude that they
satisfy 2.2(2) and get for the difference . :=.+&.&0
&2i (aij j.)+c.=0 in 0,
&.=0 on 0,
where
c :=(W$( }, .+)&W$( }, .& ))(.+&.&) # L(0).
Harnack’s inequality, see [8] Theorem 8.18, yields .#0 or .>0 in 0.
When .#0 , we get .1#.2. When .>0 , we see that .1{.2 everywhere
in 0. As .1 and .2 are continuous according to 2.2(3), we conclude .1>
.2 or .1<.2 in 0. K
2.4. Theorem. The set
M :=[. # H 1, 2(0) | F $(.)=0 and F"(.)0],
that is the set of all stationary points of F with nonnegative second variation,
is finite.
Proof. Since 0 # C 0, 1 and 0//Rn, we know that 0 has only finitely
many components. Therefore without loss of generality, we may assume
that 0 is connected.
We notice from 2.2 that MH 1, 2(0) is compact, since F $ is proper and
F" is continuous. Further we have from 2.2(1), (3) that M is a bounded
subset of H 1, 2(0) and C 0, :(0).
Next we investigate the local structure of M and prove that every .0 # M
is either an isolated point of M or M is a one-dimensional manifold in a
neighborhood of .0. When F"(.0) is nonsingular, it is an isomorphism
according to 2.2, and .0 is isolated in M. Now we assume that ker F"(.0)
{[0]. We prove that dim ker F"(.0)=1. For ’ # ker F"(.0)&[0], we
have with 2.1(3) (F"(.0) |’|, |’|) =(F"(.0)’, ’) =0. From F"(.0)0 it
follows with the Cauchy-inequality for any _ # H 1, 2(0) that |(F"(.0) |’|, _) |
(F"(.0) |’|, |’|) 12 (F"(.0)_, _) 12=0 and therefore |’| # ker F"(.0).
This implies that |’| fulfills the following linear elliptic boundary value
problem
&2i (a ijj |’| )+W"( }, .0) |’|=0 in 0,
& |’|=0 on 0.
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Because |’|0 and |’|0, we conclude with the Harnack-inequality that
|’|>0 throughout 0 since 0 is connected. Therefore ’=|’| or =&|’| and
every nonzero element of ker F"(.0) is strictly positive or negative. Hence
it is impossible that two nonzero elements of ker F"(.0) are orthogonal
with respect to the L2(0)-scalar product and we get dim ker F"(.0)1 and
ker F"(.0)=L[v0] for some v0>0 in 0.
We decompose H1, 2(0)=YL[v0] where Y is the orthogonal comple-
ment of L[v0]. From 2.2, we know that F"(.0) | Y: Y  Y is an isomor-
phism. We define 8: R_Y  Y by
8( p, y) :=PF $(.0+ pv0+ y)
where P: H 1, 2(0)  Y is the orthogonal projection onto Y. We see that
F $(.0+h)=0 for h= pv0+ y if and only if
8( p, y)=0,
(1)
(F $(.0+ pv0+ y), v0)=0.
We know that 8(0, 0)=0 and
y 8(0, 0)=PF"(.0) | Y (2)
which is an isomorphism. From the implicit function theorem, we get a
differentiable function y: U(0)/R  Y such that
8( p, y( p))=0, (3)
and these are the only solutions of 8( p, y)=0 in a neighborhood of 0. We
compute 0=p 8(0, 0)+y8(0, 0) y$(0). As p8(0, 0)=PF"(.0) } v0=0
and y8(0, 0) is an isomorphism, we get
y$(0)=0. (4)
From (2), we see that F $(.0+ pv0+ y( p))=0 if and only if
f ( p) :=(F $(.0+ pv0+ y( p)), v0)=0.
Since F is real-analytic, yand f are real-analytic as well. As f (0)=0 , we
infer that .0 is either an isolated solution of F $( } )=0 or there is a one-
dimensional manifold [.0+ pv0+ y( p) | | p|<$]/H 1, 2(0) of solutions
F $( } )=0. In the second case, F"(.0+ pv0+ y( p)) is singular. Since F"(.0)
0 and zero is a single eigenvalue of F"(.0) , we conclude F"(.0+ pv0+
y( p))0 for small p , and M is a one-dimensional manifold in a neigh-
borhood of .0.
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The above result together with the compactness of M implies that the
components of M are either isolated points or compact, connected, one-
dimensional manifolds without boundary; and there is only a finite number
of components. Thus to prove the theorem, it suffices to exclude these
manifolds as components of M. Suppose CM were a compact, connected,
one-dimensional manifold without boundary. We take a x0 # 0 and define
a mapping 1: C  R by 1(.) :=.(x0). As pointed out at the beginning of
the proof, we see from 2.2 that M is a bounded subset of C 0, :(0). There-
fore 1 is well-defined and continuous. We choose .0 # C such that 1(.0)=
maxC 1. With the notations above, we know that .( p) :=.0+ pv0+
y( p) # C for small p and that v0>0 in 0. Therefore F $(.( p))=0 and
&2i (a ij j .( p))+W$( }, .( p))=u in 0.
Defining ( p) :=(.( p)&.(0))p, we know from (4) that ( p)  v0+ y$(0)
=v0 strongly in H 1, 2(0) and
&2i (a ij j ( p))+cp ( p)=0 in 0,
where cp :=(W$( }, .( p))&W$( }, .(0)))(.( p)&.(0)) and &cp&L(0)C
as [.( p)]p is bounded in C 0, :(0). For a neighborhood B$(x0)//0, this
yields
&( p)&C0, :(B$(x0))C &( p)&L2(0)C,
since [( p)]p is bounded in L2(0), as it converges strongly in H 1, 2(0).
Therefore ( p)  v0 strongly in C 0(B$(x0)) and we conclude
d
dp
1(.( p))|p=0= lim
p  0
( p)(x0)=v0(x0)>0.
This contradicts 1(.(0))1(.( p)), concluding the proof.
2.5. Remark. In dimension n2 , the degree of W need not be 4, but
can be any even number provided the leading coefficient is positively bounded
from below.
2.6. Remark. Since F"(.)0 for global minimizers, we get as a
corollary that F has only finitely many global minimizers and these mini-
mizers are strict. F"(.)>0 would imply the strictness of global minimizers,
but it remains an open question whether this is valid in general for global
minimizers. In the next section, we will establish the positivity in a special
case.
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1. POSITIVE-DEFINITENESS OF THE SECOND VARIATION
3.1. Problem
In this section, we consider n=1 and 0=]0, 1[. Moreover, we fix the
nonlinearity W(t) :=(t2&1)2 to be a double-well potential. We define for
=>0 and . # H 1, 2(0)
F=(.) :=|
0
= |{.| 2+
1
=
W(.)&u., (1)
for some u # L2(0). In Modica [13], it is proved that the 1&limit of F=
on L1(0) is given by
F(.) :=|
0
4
3 |{.|&u., (2)
for . # BVC(0) :=[ # BV(0) | (0)[\1]] and F(.)= for . # L1(0)
&BVC(0). Here BV(0) denotes the set of functions of bounded variation.
Recalling the definition of 1&limits, this means
(i) If .=  . strongly in L1(0), then
F(.)lim inf
= a 0
F=(.=).
(ii) For . # L1(0) there exists a sequence (.=)= converging strongly
in L1(0) such that
F(.)=lim
= a 0
F=(.=).
Further, sequences of functions .= with sup0<=<1 F=(.=)C are precom-
pact in L1(0). To see this, we first observe that &.=&L4(0)C, as W(t)
1
2t
4&C. Next, we define = :=h(.=), where h(t) := t0 - W. We obtain
&=&L43(0)C and
|
0
|{=|=|
0
- W |{.=|| = |{.=| 2+
1
=
W(.=)
F=(.=)+|
0
u.=C.
Therefore (=)= is precompact in L1(0) and a subsequence converges
strongly and pointwise almost everywhere in 0. As h is strictly monotone
increasing, a subsequence of .= converges pointwise almost everywhere as
well, hence strongly in L1(0).
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For a sequence of global minimizers (.=) of F=, we infer that a sub-
sequence (.=j) j converges strongly in L
1(0) to a . # BVC(0), that is
.(0)[\1] and . has only finitely many jumps 0<s1< } } } <sk<1.
When u # C 0(0 ) and &u&L2(0)4, we know further that
F=(.=)F=(1)C(4),
(3)
u(si)=0.
The second identity is called the GibbsThomson relation.
Actually, we will impose stronger condition on u, namely
u # C 1(0 ),
&u&C0, 1(0)4, (4)
u$(x){0 when u(x)=0,
that is, all zeroes of u are non-degenerate.
Since .= is a global minimizer, we get
&2=2.="+W$(.=)==u in 0,
(5)
.$=(0)=.$=(1)=0.
The second variation is non-negative, and we obtain
&2=2v="+W"(.=) v= +=v= in 0,
(6)
v=$(0)=v=$(1)=0,
with v=>0 on 0 , where += =0 is the smallest eigenvalue of the second
variation.
The aim of this section is to show that +=>0 when = is small.
3.2. Proposition. For given $>0, we choose x= # ]$, 1&$[ and define
8=(t) :=.=(x=+=t). Then 8=  8 in C 2loc(R) and
&28"+W$(8)=0. (1)
Moreover, either 8#\1 or
8(t)=\tanh(t&t0) (2)
for some t0 # R.
In any case, we get
|8$|2=W(8). (3)
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Proof. First we estimate .= in modulus. We multiply 3.1(5) by
(.=&k) + for some k>1 and get 10 2=
2 |(.=&k)$+| 2+10 (4.=(.
2
= &1)
&=u)(.=&k)+=0, hence 10 (4(k
2&1)&=u)(.=&k)+0. If k>1+
(=4)4, we get .=k, hence
|.=|1+C(4)=. (4)
From the definition of 8= , we directly get
&28="+W$(8=)==u(x=+=).
Since ,= and u are uniformly bounded, u # C1, we get on every I :=
[&_=, _=]
&8=&C2, :(I)C(4)
and the desired convergence.
Moreover, we know that |8|1. If 8 \1, we conclude from (1) that
|8|<1. If there is 8$(x)=0, we infer that 8 is periodic. If 8#0, we obtain
for any a<b
b&a|
b
a
|8$|2+W(8)= lim
=  0 |
b
a
|8$=|2+W(8=)
|
1
0
= |.$=|2+
1
=
W(.=)C(4)
which contradicts 3.1(3). Hence 80, and we can choose a<b such that
8$(a)=8$(b)=0, 8$>0 on ]a, b[, 8(a)=&#, and 8(b)=# for some 0<
#<1. Defining h$=- W, we get
0<h(#)&h(&#)=|
b
a
h$(8)8$ 12 |
b
a
|8$|2+W(8)=lim
=  0
1
2 |
b
a
|8$= |2+W(8=),
and, since 8 is periodic, we obtain for any N
Nc0|
JN
|8$| 2+W(8)= lim
=  0 |JN |8$=|
2+W(8=)
|
1
0
= |.$=| 2+
1
=
W(.=)C(4),
which again contradicts 3.1(3). Therefore 8${0.
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Without loss of generality, we assume 8$>0. Then limt   8(t)==:
:1 exists. If :0, we get
28"=W$(8)0,
hence 8$ is monotonically increasing, and 8(t)   for t  , which is a
contradiction. Therefore, there is t0 with 8(t0)=0. For tt0 , we obtain
28"=W$(8)0,
and 8$(t)  0 as t  . :<1 would yield 8"(t)&c(:)<0 for large t
and 8$(t)  &. Hence 8(t)  :=1 as t  . From 28"=W$(8),
we infer |8$|2&W(8)#const. Letting t  , we get |8$| 2=W(8) and
8(t)=tanh(t&t0).
3.3. Remark. (a) For 0<#<1 and $>0, we have for 0<=<=0(#, $)
and x # ]$, 1&$[ with |.=(x)|# that
|.$=(x)| 2
(1&$)
=2
W(.=(x)). (1)
Proof. If not, there are x= # ]$, 1&$[ with |.=(x=)|# and |.$=(x)|2
(1&$)=2 W(.=(x=)). Defining 8=(t) :=.=(x=+=t) as in 3.2, we get
|8(0)|#<1 and
0<W(8(0))=|8$(0)|2(1&$) W(8(0)),
which contradict 3.2(3).
(b) (.=j) converges uniformly on compact subsets of [0, 1]&
[s1 , ..., sk].
Proof. We take [a, b]//[0, 1]&[s1 , ..., sk] and assume without loss
of generality that the limit . of (.=j) is identically 1 on [a, b]. For any
[:, ;], we get E:, ;=1&lim=  0 E=, :, ; , where E:, ;(.)= 43 
;
: |.$| and
E=, :, ;(.)=;: = |.$|
2+(1=) W(.). This yields
E0, a(.)+Eb, 1(.)lim inf
=  0
(E=, 0, a(.=)+E=, b, 1(.=))
and
0=Ea, b(.)=E0, 1(.)&E0, a(.)&Eb, 1(.).
Since .= are global minimizers of F=, we have F=(.=)  F(.) and E=, 0, 1(.=)
 E0, 1(.). We conclude E0, 1(.)lim inf=  0(E=, 0, a(.=)+E=, b, 1(.=))
lim=  0 E=, 0, 1(.=)=E0, 1(.), hence
E=, a, b(.=)  0.
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Since .=j  . almost everywhere on [a, b], there is x0 # [a, b] such that
.=j (x0)  1. If there were #<1 and x=j # [a, b] with .=j (x=j)<# for j  ,
we would get, defining h$=- W,
0<h(1)&h(#)lim inf
j  
|h(.=j (x0)&h(.=j (x=j))|
=lim inf
j   } |(x0 , x=j) h$(.=j) .$=j }lim infj  
1
2 |
b
a
=j |.$=j |
2+
1
=j
W(.=j)=0,
which is a contradiction. The assertion now follows by observing that .=
1+C(4)= from 3.2(4). K
3.4. Construction
In the following, we drop the index j.
From the above two remarks, we get intervals ]s li , s
r
i[ such that
sli , s
r
i  si and
.=(s li )=\#,
.=(sri )=#, (1)
|.=|># outside of A := .
k
i=1
[s li , s
r
i ].
The number of such intervals equals the number of interfaces in the limit
since
E=, sli , sir (.=)|
i
r
sli
2 - W(.=) |.$=|=2(h(#)&h(&#)),
where h$=- W and E= is defined as in the previous subsection, and since
E=, 0, 1(.=)  E0, 1(.)= 432k=2k(h(1)&h(&1)) if # is close to 1 and = is
small. We choose 1- 3<#<1 in order to get W"(.)c0(#)>0 when
|.|#. We normalize v= in 3.1(6) such that max v= 1. If this maximum is
attained outside of A, say at x=, we obtain from 3.1(6) that 0
&2=2v="(x=)=+=&W"(.=(x=)) and +=W"(.=(x=))c0(#)>0. Hence for
proving +=>0, we may assume that
max
[sli , si
r]
v= 1, (2)
for some i, and +=  0. We define
8=(t) :=.=(s li+=t),
V=(t) :=v=(s li+=t).
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Without loss of generality, we assume .=(s li)=&#. We get 8=(0)=&# and
8=({=)=# where {= :=(sri &s
l
i) =. From 3.3(1), we get for large j that 8$=
c0(#) on [0, {=], hence {=C. As on the other hand 8=  8 in C 2loc , we
obtain 0<c0{=C<. Further, 8(t)=tanh(t&t0) and |8$|2=W(8).
As in 3.2, we see that
&2V ="+W"(8=)V= +=V= , (3)
and V=  V in C 2loc . We get V0 and
&2V"+W"(8)V=0. (4)
(2) yields V0, hence V>0 on R.
Now, V and 8$ are two positive solutions of (4). Then similar arguments
as in 2.4 concerning the simplicity of the smallest eigenvalue of F=(.0) and
also taking into account that W"(8)c0>0 outside a compact interval,
since |8(t)|  1 as |t|  , yield
V=
8$
sup 8$
. (5)
3.5. Theorem. Let 0 :=]0, 1[ and u # C1(0 ) satisfying
u$(x){0 when u(x)=0. (1)
Further, let (.=) be a sequence of global minimizers of F= . Then the second
variation F ="(.=) is positive-definite for small =.
Proof. We take any subsequence =j  0. Passing to a further sub-
sequence, we may assume without loss of generality that as in the previous
sections .=j converges strongly in L
1(0) to a . # BVC(0). Moreover, we
assume &u&C0, 1(0)4 and +=  0.
Differentiating 3.1(5) and setting = :=.$= , we get
&2=2="+W"(.=) = =u$ in 0,
(2)
=(0)==(1)=0.
Multiplying 3.1(6) by = and integrating over J :=]s li&$2, s
r
i +$2[ yields
+= |
J
v== |
J
(&2=2v="+W"(.=) v=)=
=&2=2[v$==&v=$=]J+|
J
(&2=2="+W"(.=) =)v=
=&2=2[v$= =&v=$=]J+|
J
=u$v= . (3)
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On [s li&$, s
l
i ] we know 0v=1, |.= |# and W"(.=)c0 , hence
&=2v="+(c0&+=)v=0. We define
w=(x) :=cosh(h=(x&s li+$2))cosh(h$2=)
for some 0<h<- (c0&+=)2. This choice is possible as we have assumed
+=  0. Now w= is a supersolution of &=2w="+(c0&+=)w=0, and we
obtain
v=w= on [s li&$, s
l
i ]. (4)
This yields as w=(s li &$)=w=(s
l
i)
v=
cosh(h$4=)
cosh(h$2=)
2 exp \&h$4=+ on _s li&
3$
4
, s li&
$
4& . (5)
From the interpolation inequality & f &C 1([a, b])2(b&a) & f &C 2([a, b])+
(b&a)2 & f &C 0([a, b]), we get, observing 2=2v="=(W"(.=)&+=)v= ,
|v$=|C \ 1$=2+$+ |v= |C($) \1+
1
=2+ exp \&
h$
4=+ on _s li&
3$
4
, s li&
$
4& .
(6)
Further, we get from (4) that
v=(x)2 exp \h= (x&s li )+ for x # _s li&
$
2
, s li& ,
and
V=(t)2 exp(ht) for t # _& $2= , 0& . (7)
Likewise, we obtain the above estimates on [sri , s
r
i +$].
Since == 8$=( } ) and =2= $=8"=( } ), we infer that the boundary term in
(3) is estimated by
|2=2[v$==&v=$=]J|
C(4, $)
=
exp \&h$4=+ (8)
where we have used that &8=&C 2(-_=, _=)C(4).
Further, we get from (7), the boundedness of 8$= , the continuity of u$,
and Lebesgue’s convergence theorem
|
J
v== |
{=+$2=
&$2=
V=8$=  |

&
V8$ (9)
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and
1
= |J u$v= |
{=+$2=
&$2=
u$(s li+=t) V=(t) dt  u$(si) |

&
V. (10)
We compute & 8$=2 and 

& |8$|=

& 8$ - W(8)=43, where we
have used 3.2(3). Together with 3.4(5), this yields
lim
=  0
+=
=2
=
u$(si) & V
& V8$
=u$(si)
3
2
>0,
concluding the proof.
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